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The Supply Chain Association is a new type of economic organization, as a 
production of industrial changing into info era, for obtaining higher efficiency, 
couples of corporations allied together for risk care and benefit sharing. Moreover, 
this collaboration makes a better use of other enterprises recourses. However, With 
the problem of information asymmetry and the selfish of maximizing profit, which 
will causes many non-effective corporations and will enhance risk in the supply chain 
association, so reasonable coordination and control is the key to a long-term and 
stable supply chain association, By now, there are some research of the efficiencies in 
the supply chain association, and have been some methods, theories and tools in this 
area, However, because the past research mostly focused on the supplier selection 
methods and the evaluation criterions, the research on Supply Chain Association 
returns to be incomplete.  
Enterprises choose the supply chain association with the purpose of promoting  
the competence and keeping continuous increase. Improving the collaboration in the 
supply chain association is the key to forming core competence in the supply chain 
association. This paper focuses on the efficiencies cooperation in the supply chain 
association, firstly, based on the cost theory, analyzing the necessity of establishing 
the supply chain association, it is an ideal of organization to save deal cost and have 
advantage of efficiency than other kinds of organizations. 
Secondly, this study implies that the essence of relationships in the supply chain 
association is the principal-agent, then discusses the character of this kind of 
principal-agent problems, the risk and method to cutting down risk in the cooperative 
relationships with the purpose of improving the effective of collaboration. This 
analysis also sets up the guiding model for using the game theory in discussing the 
collaboration relationship in the supply chain association, demonstrates that in order 
to improving the efficiency, the principle of establishing the selection and evaluation 














promotion and punishment measure and the sharing profit in the supply chain 
association is also important, all this actions can effectively reduce the risk and 
improve the efficiency of the collaborate. 
Finally，analyzing a kind of special two stages supply chain association model, 
choosing two companies as practical analysis, discussing the different strategy 
decision between the two companies and find out the best profit sharing and the 
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绪    论 
 1
绪   论 
问题的提出 
经济一体化和竞争全球化的发展趋势，使竞争的范围逐渐由单个企业之间的
扩展到供应链联盟之间。在 20 世纪 90 年代以来，全球企业发展的一个主要的
趋势是向供应链联盟的发展。Dyer 等人(2001) ①发现，到 2001 年为止，全球
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